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pre-season game.
The Webfoots try for their second victory today when they
tangle with the Willamette Bearcats at 3 p. m. again on lower

j

Howe field.
Kirsch will probably use Rube Besada, Mel Krause, and Sid
Mills on the Mound today, while Bearcat Mentor Johnny Lewis
can be expected to counter with Howard Olson or Lou Sem ens.

two-year letterman, started on the hill for
again Henry Lever’s Wildcats and proved fairly effective, allowing just two hits, a single and double, in his three
Homer Brobst,
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Mean while his teammates were landing on Linfield pitcher
Ray Blum for a run in both the first and second innings which
prevue of what was to follow.
First baseman Dick Bartle, who weilded a big stick at the plate
all afternoon, drove in the first run, singling home Walt Kirsch,
who had drawn his first of three walks for the game.
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Rasmussen, a brilliant young Olympic team, although the selecGeorge Rasmussen, star Duck
Linfield errors, a double steal, a wild pitch by the second Wildwith two years of varsity tion did not materialize.
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Kirsch’s crew totaled six runs in that uproarious inning, more
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than
be
since he will
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eligibility was verified by Orlando during his varsity years. He was ognition
Joe Marshand, Linfield center fielder, was their big offensive
against many of outstauding vaultHollis, Oregon’s PCC representa- mentioned freely during the spring
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